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With sys10 from burgbad, you can 
furnish your new bathroom in tasteful 
and individual style in next to no 
time thanks to short delivery times and 
a wide choice of attractive variants.
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From fresh and casual all the way to 
elegant and dignified: with Fiumo, 
furnishing your bathroom just the way 
you picture it couldn’t be easier. 

Fiumo
Cool and pragmatic

Introducing a new favourite from the sys10 line: 
Fiumo exudes a quiet charm – on the one  
hand thanks to the attractive interplay of smooth 
and pleat-effect surfaces. The finishes and  
materials available for the Fiumo furniture have 
been deliberately selected to enhance this 
special effect. With or without the pleat-effect 
fronts, the semi-matt sheen of the furniture 
and mineral cast washbasins emphasises the 

simple and pragmatic design of this series.  
On the other hand, Fiumo gives you the option 
of using bicolour fronts for creative colour 
accents. But it’s not just the furniture that blends 
form and function into a highly attractive  
whole. The same is true of the washbasins: the 
ledges and elegantly shaped basin flow into  
one another.
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FIUMO

Fiumo

Furniture
Mirror with light SIIX100
Washbasin incl. vanity unit SFXN102
Front: Ice-blue soft mat No. F3957

Cool and pragmatic

Washbasin
Mineral cast, White brilliant No. C0001
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Furniture 
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SFXN102
Tall unit HSLZ035
Surfaces 
Front: Ice-blue soft mat No. F3957
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001

All dressed up – with or without pleat-effect fronts With the 
Fiumo washbasins and vanity units, form and function merge to create 
an elegant whole. The fine linear structure of the pleat-effect fronts for the 
upper pullout that are available in addition to the smooth fronts is the 
perfect complement to the fine geometry of the mineral cast washbasins.
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FIUMO

The furniture’s semi-matt
sheen emphasises Fiumo’s simple

and pragmatic design.

Straightforward, fuss-free, simple and functional. 
With or without pleat-effect fronts, the vanity cabinets follow 
the same principles. Even without the fine grooves that give the 
upper drawer its striking structure, Fiumo makes its mark with 
stunning looks and clear geometry. 

Furniture 
Mirror with light SFXP120
Washbasin incl. vanity unit 
SFXM122
Tall unit HSLW035
Surfaces 
Front: White matt No. F3956
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001
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The trend is towards nature. And that goes for the  
bathroom too. Thanks to its simple and timeless design,  
Fiumo is suitable for almost any bathroom setting – whether you 
want to create the style of an outdoor bathroom, a loft feel 
or just a place to enjoy the daily pleasures of a nice, relaxing bath.
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FIUMO

A neater, tidier bathroom in next to no time. 
Depending on the width of the basin, the vanity unit 
already provides plenty of useful storage space. With 
the addition of a tall or mid-height cabinet, you can 
create the ideal conditions for a bathroom where every-
thing has its place.

Elegant change of level

Mirror with shelf and pleat-effect strip

Perfect play of lines

Horizontal long-line handle 

Smart and spacious 
The mid-height cabinet

from the Fiumo collection
with glass shelves 

and integrated 
metal box insert

UHEH035
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FIUMO

From fresh and casual all the
way to elegant and dignified: with Fiumo,

furnishing your bathroom just the way
you picture it couldn’t be easier.
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FIUMO

Furniture 
Mirror cabinet SPIZ080

Washbasin incl. vanity unit 
SFXL082

Wall panel WAAT035
Surfaces 

Front: White matt No. F3956
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  

White brilliant No. C0001

Design is art that makes itself useful. In 
Fiumo’s case, that applies to the details too. 
Like the wall panel that’s available in addition to 
the cabinets, for instance: it features the typical 
grooves of the Fiumo design, which are used for 
mounting shelves or towel holders without the 
need for tools.
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FIUMO

Mirror cabinets / Mirrors with horizontal LED-light

Mineral cast-washbasins incl. vanity unit

FIUMO

SFXO122

1220 1220

61
0

61
0

SFXN122

SFXL082 SFXL102SFXL062

1020820620

61
0

61
0

61
0

SFXL122 SFXM122

1220 1220

61
0

61
0

606/806/ 
1006/1206

67
0

SPIY061/080/100/121 SPIZ061/080/100/121

606/806/ 
1006/1206

67
0

SFXP060/080/100/120

70
0

117 

600/800/ 
1000/1200

70
0

117 

600/800/ 
1000/1200

70
0

600/800/ 
1000/1200

SIIX060/080/100/120 SFXU060/080/100/120

SFXN102SFXN062

620

61
0

1020820

61
0

61
0

SFXN082
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Thermoform fronts / Handles

F3959
Cashmere oak 
decor

F3960
Tectona cinna-
mon decor

F3957
Ice-blue
soft mat

F3958
Graphite
soft mat

F3956
White
matt

FIUMO

Tall unit / Mid-height unit

UHEH035HSLW035 HSLX035 HSLZ035 

350

16
00

16
00

350 350

16
00

96
0

350

96
0

350

UHEK035

G0200
Black matt

G0223
White matt

Wall panel

350

10
00

WAAU035 ACDY060/080/100/120

350

10
00

600/800/ 
1000/1200

11
7

600/800/ 
1000/1200

11
7

WAAT035 ACDX060/080/100/120

Towel rail to be clipped-in

HHAM035

350

30

350

30

HHAN035
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Eqio is an all-rounder. The series is an 
ideal choice for bathrooms big and small, 
as well as for the guest bathroom.

Eqio
Refreshing and versatile

Good morning, your bathroom’s here! Because 
it’s so incredibly versatile, Eqio fits in with 
you. The series offers welcome prospects. Not 
just with a view to your budget, but thanks to 
short delivery times as well.

With Eqio, you can create a bathroom that suits 
your tastes exactly. Six different fronts 

(acrylic and melamine) are available to choose 
from, as well as a wide variety of mirrors 
and mirror cabinets and more than 20 wash-
basins made of mineral cast, ceramic or glass.
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EQIO

Eqio

Furniture
Mirror cabinet SPGT100
Washbasin incl. vanity unit SEZE102

Refreshing and versatile

Surfaces
Front: Frassino cappuccino decor No. F3437
Mineral cast, White brilliant No. C0001
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Eqio is for everybody and everything. For couples moving 
into their first apartment. For singles with a penchant for clear 
design and well thought out functions. For young families who are 
turning the dream of owning their own home into reality. For 
guest bathrooms. Or for the small- or large-scale remodelling of an 
existing bathroom.

Furniture
Mirror with light SIGP080

Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEZE082

Mid-height unit UH3525 
Rack OSIL035 

Surfaces 
Front: White high gloss No. F2009

Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001

Furniture 
Mirror cabinet SPGT100
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEZB103
Rack OSIL035
Surfaces 
Front: Frassino cappuccino decor 
No. F3437
Washbasin: Ceramic, White No. C0001
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EQIO

Glass-Washbasin Ceramic-Washbasin

A refreshing design, pleasing prices
and ultrafast delivery times. Get in the

bathroom: it’s time for your dreams.

Open for personal ideas and preferences. 
The top-quality washbasins made of mineral cast, 
ceramic or glass can be stylishly combined with a 
variety of colours, shapes, finishes, handles and 
accessories.
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EQIO

Practical dividers Glass double basin

Beautiful and practical, 
outside and in – thanks to the well

thought out furniture interiors. 

Furniture 
Mirror with light SEZQ120
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEZD123
Surfaces
Front: Grey high gloss No. F2010
Washbasin: Ceramic, White No. C0001

That’s my style. High-gloss grey or a Flanelle
oak decor? Or perhaps you’d prefer one of 
the four other finishes available? With Eqio, you 
can furnish your new bathroom to suit your 
personal tastes.

Tall unit 
HSFC035 and HSFB035 in 
Flanelle oak decor
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Furniture
Mirror with light SEZQ090
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEZA093
Tall unit HSBA035
Surfaces 
Front: Flanelle oak decor No. F2632
Washbasin: Ceramic, White No. C0001

EQIO
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EQIO

Hip or retro? 
Classic or modern? 

With Eqio, you can furnish your 
bathroom to suit your style.

The chameleon of bathroom furniture: 
whatever you have in mind, Eqio fits in perfectly 
with what you want from your bathroom design. 
Cool and reserved, hip or retro – Eqio is just as 
suitable for staging smaller bathrooms to maxi- 
mum effect as it is for creating a striking bathroom 
with a spacious layout.
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EQIO

Spoilt for choice ... or to put it another way: Eqio 
lets you furnish your bathroom just the way you picture it. 
From the washbasin and vanity unit, to mirrors and  
mirror cabinets, all the way to units and versatile little 
shelves for all sorts of uses.

Whether with a mirror,

Whether the washbasin is made of glass, 
ceramic or mineral cast

or a mirror cabinet

Eqio offers stunning prospects 
for your bathroom

A perfect fit
 with the dimensions of

 the cabinets: open 
shelves for bathroom 

utensils OSIL035
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EQIO GUEST BATH

Furniture
Mirror SIEG040
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SFPR052
Rack OSIW035
Towel rail HHAI030
Surfaces
Front: White high gloss No. F2009
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001

Eqio gives your guests
a charming welcome – even

in the smallest of spaces.

Space-saving and practical: tilt-out doorAdd-on side shelf for even more storage space

Mirror and atmospheric lighting (LED) in one
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EQIO

Mirror cabinets / Mirrors with horizontal LED-light

EQIO

SPGS065/080
SPGS090/100/120

SPGT065/080
SPGT090/100/120

80
0

650/800/900 
1000/1200

80
0

650/800/900 
1000/1200

76
9

650/800/900 
1000/1200

60
0

650/800/900 
1000/1200

63
5

650/800/900 
1000/1200

SEZQ065/080
SEZQ090/100/120

SIGZ065/080
SIGZ090/100/120

SIGP065/080
SIGP090/100/120

Ceramic-washbasins incl. vanity unit / with LED-lighting of vanity unit

SEYQ063
SEZA063*

64
5

1230

64
5

1230

64
5

930

64
5

1030

64
5

630

64
5

1230

64
5

1030/1230

64
5

830

SEYQ083
SEZA083*

SEYQ093
SEZA093*

SEYQ103
SEZA103*

SEYQ123
SEZA123*

SEYR103/123
SEZB103/123*

SEYS123
SEZC123*

SEYT123
SEZD123*

Mineral cast-washbasins incl. vanity unit / with LED-lighting of vanity unit

SEYU092
SEZE092*

SEYU102
SEZE102*

920 1020

SEYU062
SEZE062*

61
6

620

SEYU082
SEZE082*

820

61
6

61
6

61
6

12201220 1220

61
6

61
6

61
6

SEYU122
SEZE122*

SEYV122
SEZF122*

SEYW122
SEZG122*

Glas-washbasins incl. vanity unit 

SEYX062 SEYX082 SEYX092 SEYX102

920 1020

61
5

620 820

61
5

61
5

61
5
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EQIO

Glas-washbasins incl. vanity unit 

1220 1220

61
5

61
5

SEYX122 SEYY122

Tall unit / Mid-height unit / Racks

17
60

350

17
60

350

17
60

350

96
0

350

32
0

350

32
0

350

HSFB035
HSBA035

HSFC035 HSKW035 UH3525 OSIW035 OSIL035

Guest bath

SFPH052

49
5

520

49
5

690

52
0

530

52
0

695

80
0

400

SIEG040 SFPF053
SFPQ053*

SFPF071
SFPQ071*

49
6

520

SFPG052
SFPR052*

49
6

690

SFPG071
SFPR071*

SFPH071

Acrylic fronts / Melamine fronts / Handles

F2632
Flanelle oak 
decor

F3437
Frassino cappuc- 
cino decor

F2010
Grey high 
gloss Acrylic

F3180
Cashmere oak 
decor

F2009
White high 
gloss Acrylic

F2012
Marone truffle 
decor

P95
Chrome

G0146
Chrome

G0200
Black matt
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If your relationship status is
“open for a wonderful future together”, 
Euro is your ideal partner.

Euro
Fresh and clear

A great look at attractive conditions. The 
Euro collection has everything you could possibly 
want for your bathroom. The ceramics and 
fittings collection of the same name from GROHE 
and the bathroom furniture from burgbad 
make a perfect couple and combine a refreshing 

design with lovable prices. The series includes 
vanity units in all sorts of sizes, mirrors and 
mirror cabinets (with optional LED basin lighting), 
as well as a tall and a mid-height cabinet. 
Euro is available with 3 melamine and 2 high-
gloss acrylic fronts.
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EURO

Euro

Furniture
Mirror cabinet SPGS100
Vanity unit WWIH095
Mid-height unit UHIP035

Fresh and clear

Surfaces
Front: Flanelle oak decor No. F3866

Washbasin
Euro Grohe
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Furniture
Mirror cabinet SPGS100
Vanity unit WWIH095
Mid-height unit UHIP035
Surfaces
Front: Flanelle oak decor No. F3866
Washbasin
Euro Grohe

EURO
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EURO

Mirror cabinets / Mirrors with horizontal LED-light

SPGS080/100

80
0

800/1000

SPGT080/100
80

0

800/1000

SIGZ080/100

63
5

800/1000

SIGP080/100

60
0

800/1000

Vanity units for Grohe Euro washbasin

60
0

750

72
0

750

60
0

950

72
0

950

WWII075WWIH075 WWIH095 WWII095

Tall unit / Mid-height unit 

17
60

350

HSFB035 UHIP035

17
60

350

HSBA035

96
0

350

Acrylic fronts / Melamine fronts / Handles

F3866
Flanelle oak 
decor

F3864
Grey high 
gloss Acryl

F3865
Cashmere oak 
decor

F3863
White high 
gloss Acryl

F3867
Marone truffle 
decor

G0090
Chrome

G0092
Chrome
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Junit combines striking lines with
filigree shelving solutions and fine
finishes to create a bathroom with
a highly expressive character.

Junit
Straightforward and open

Symmetry, asymmetry, geometry – Junit plays 
with all three. Filigree consoles and frame 
elements accentuated in black draw fine lines 
in space. Junit comes with surprising looks, 
amazing prices and astonishingly fast delivery 
times.

Junit is a line for people with a penchant for 
clarity and unusual bathroom design. This 
collection is ideal for creating a wow effect – 
even in small bathrooms. Junit is available 
in two acrylic and three melamine finishes.
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JUNIT

Junit

Furniture
Mirror cabinet SPIY050
Washbasin incl. vanity unit SFKQ076
Wall shelf OSJL050

Straightforward and open

Surfaces
Front: White high gloss No. F3148
Ceramic, White No. C0001
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So clear, so beautiful, so distinctive. Although the product line 
only consists of a few furniture elements, they can be staged to create an 
intriguing and high-contrast effect. Open display surfaces alternate with 
generous storage space hidden behind drawer fronts and cabinet doors. 
The lighter the furniture surfaces, the more striking and graphic Junit looks. 

JUNIT
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JUNIT

Junit combines clear-cut design
with urban lifestyle and is also perfect

for open-plan layouts.
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JUNIT

Furniture 
Mirror with light SIIE050

Washbasin incl. vanity unit 
SFKR120

Wall shelf OSJL050
Surfaces 

Front: Cashmere oak decor No. F3150
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  

White brilliant/Velvet No. C0039

Beautiful and easy to care for. The slender 
countertop of the vanity unit echoes Junit’s 
clear lines and has a self-healing surface. With its 
sophisticated yet playful combination of matt 
and gleaming surfaces, the round mineral cast 
sit-on basin adds an attractive accent to Junit’s 
linear geometry.
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JUNIT

A bathroom with a passion for geometry 
and functionality. Lines, rectangles, cuboids, 
circles: Junit combines clear shapes with practical 
functions. The frames of the furniture and shelves 
double as towel holders. Volume, asymmetry and 
open storage spaces – Junit can be used to create 
a feeling of spaciousness and lightness even in 
small and medium-sized bathrooms.

Roomy interiors

Functional design

Practical add-on elements

Attractive and spacious 
The tall cabinet from the

Junit series with glass shelves,
an interior drawer and

integrated vertical long-line
handle HSIF035

Intriguing asymmetry
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12
25

500

67
0

506/706
906/1206

67
0

506/706
906/1206

53
0

765
530

53
0

900
530

53
0

1200
530

Mirror cabinets / Mirrors with horizontal LED-light

Ceramic-washbasins incl. vanity unit / with LED-lighting of vanity unit

SPIZ050/070
SPIZ090/120

SPIY050/070
SPIY090/120

SIIE050

SFKE090
SFKQ090*

SFKE076
SFKQ076*

SFKE120
SFKQ120*

Mineral cast-washbasins incl. vanity unit / with LED-lighting of vanity unit

SFKF076
SFKR076*

SFKF120
SFKR120*

SFKF090
SFKR090*

62
0

765
360

62
0

900
360

62
0

1200
360

Vanity unit for washbasins sit on vessel / with LED-lighting of vanity unit

SFRI076
SFRJ076*

39
5

765

SFRI090
SFRJ090*

39
5

900

SFRI120
SFRI120*

39
5

1200

JUNIT
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Tall unit / Mid-height unit / Racks / Wall shelf
17

60

350

17
60

350

96
0

350

32
0

350

32
0

350

HSIE035
HSIF035

HSIG035 UHHX035 OSIW035 OSIL035

15
4

500

OSJL050

Acrylic fronts / Melamine fronts / Handles

F3151
Flanelle oak 
decor

F3149
Grey high 
gloss Acryl

F3150
Cashmere oak 
decor

F3148
White high 
gloss Acryl

F3152
Marone truffle 
decor

G0175
Black anodised

JUNIT
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Subtle forms and useful functions; Iveo
is a combination of both. With rounded
edges, roomy interiors and plenty of space 
to stand things on. 

Iveo
Smart and practical

Iveo combines good looks with perfect order. 
More than anything else, Iveo owes its special 
character to the design’s playful use of 
symmetries and asymmetries. The roomy vanity 
cabinets provide plenty of practical storage 
space, making Iveo ideal for compact rooms. 

Bathroom mirrors, mirror cabinets, tall and mid- 
height cabinets and little shelves add the 
perfect finishing touches to the collection. And 
like all the sys10 lines, Iveo offers outstanding 
value for money and short delivery times.
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Iveo
Smart and practical

IVEO

Furniture
Mirror cabinet SPHY055
Washbasin incl. vanity unit SFEY065
Mid-height unit UHHY035

Surfaces
Front: Merino oak decor No. F2835
Ceramic, White No. C0001
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IVEO

Furniture
Mirror SIHH055
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SFEO065
Rack OSLI035
Mid-height unit UHHY035
Surfaces
Front: Merino oak decor No. F2835
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001

Whether you opt for ceramic or
mineral cast, the Iveo washbasins are an
attractive eye-catcher in any bathroom.

Ceramic-WashbasinMineral cast-Washbasin
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Furniture 
Mirror SIJK100
Washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SFEY080
Rack OSIW035
Tall unit HSIF035
Surfaces 
Front: White high gloss No. F2833/
Cashmere oak decor No. F247
Washbasin: Ceramic, White No. C0001

True greatness isn’t a question of size. Iveo provides
convincing proof of that in smaller bathrooms – with 100%  
charisma and perfectly organised interiors. The big round 
mirror provides a striking additional highlight.
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IVEO

Good looks paired with inner
values – Iveo has it all.

Easy on the eye. The furniture and vanity units are 
compatible with all sorts of furnishing concepts and 
make a big impact even in small bathrooms. Pleasant 
to look at, practical to use.

Wonderfully roomy. Because it’s designed 
without a trap cutout, the pullout of the vanity unit 
is extra large: a storage space bonus for small 
bathrooms. Another benefit: Iveo is available for 
delivery within just a few days. 

Furniture 
Mirror cabinet SPHY090
Washbasin incl. vanity unit SFFW100
Tall unit HSIG035
Surfaces 
Front: White high gloss No. F2833
Washbasin: Mineral cast,  
White brilliant No. C0001
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Sensuousness and clarity, clever
details and plenty of storage space – it

all comes naturally to Iveo.
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Sensuousness and clarity, clever
details and plenty of storage space – it

all comes naturally to Iveo.

IVEO

Furniture
Mirror with light SIHH100
Washbasin mit Vanity unit SFEO120
Tall unit HSIE035
Tall unit HSIH035
Surfaces
Front: Flanelle oak decor No. F2834
Washbasin: Mineral cast, White brilliant No. C0001

Spacious ledges Roomy pullouts

An abundance of beautiful options. A trio 
that shows off Iveo’s quiet and elegant lines to full 
advantage – both in the double vanity unit and the 
two tall cabinets, which are available in four  
different versions. For instance with a mirror on the 
inside of the door. Or an integrated tilt-out laundry 
hamper on request. 
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Furniture 
Mirror with light SIEG040 
Washbasin mit Vanity unit 

SFFZ044
Rack OSIW035 

Surfaces
Front: White high gloss No. F2833

Washbasin: Mineral cast, White brilliant No. C0001

Big ideas for fast movers – even
in small bathrooms.

IVEO GUEST BATH

Smart and slender Simple and practical

Not too much – but not too little either. 
Everything has been well thought through and 
arranged very deliberately. For a pleasant charm 
and impact. That’s Iveo’s special gift – a talent 
that’s particularly suited to creating a wonderful 
effect in small spaces like a guest bathroom.
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Mirror cabinets / Mirror
68

0

558/708
908/1108

SPHY055/070
SPHY090/110

SPHU055/070
SPHU090/110

68
0

558/708
908/1108

64
0

550/700
900/1100

10
00

1000

SIHH055/070
SIHH090/110

SIJK100

Ceramic-washbasins incl. vanity unit / *with LED lighting of recessed grip

72
1

650

SFEN065
SFEY065*

72
1

800

72
1

1000

SFEN080
SFEY080*

SFEN100
SFEY100*

1000

72
1

SFEZ100
SFFR100*

72
1

1200

72
1

1200

72
1

1200

SFEN120
SFEY120*

SFEZ120
SFFR120*

SFFS120
SFFT120*

Mineral cast-washbasins incl. vanity unit / *with LED lighting of recessed grip

72
1

650

SFEO065
SFFU065*

72
1

800

72
1

1000

72
1

1000

SFEO080
SFFU080*

SFEO100
SFFU100*

SFFV100
SFFW100*

72
1

1200

72
1

1200

SFEO120
SFFU120*

SFFX120
SFFY120*
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Tall unit / Mid-height unit / Racks
17

60

350

17
60

350

17
60

350

96
0

350

32
0

350

32
0

350

HSIE035
HSIF035

HSIH035 HSIG035 UHHX035
UHHY035

OSIW035 OSIL035

Guest bath

80
0

400

SIEG040

69
0

440

SFFZ044
SFGX044*

80
0

400

SIHO040

Thermoform fronts

F2834
Flanelle oak 
decor

F2835
Merino oak 
decor

F2747
Cashmere oak 
decor

F2833
White high 
gloss

F2748
Marone truffle 
decor

Vertical long line handles / Handles

G0161
White

G0162
Dark grey

G0198
Gold

G0169
Light

G0181
Chrome/
White

G0182
Chrome/
Dark grey

G0199
Chrome/
Gold

G0183
Chrome/
Light
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Sustainable 
thinking and 
action.



SUSTAINABILITY

TEST (FOCUS 31/17)
www.deutschlandtest.de

DEUTSCHLANDS
INNOVATIVSTE
UNTERNEHMEN

„INNOVATIONSPREIS“
2017

A

Kastenmöbel / cabinet furniture 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

für Möbel
Emission class for furniture

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach der 
RAL-Registrierung RAL-RG 437  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • Emission class for furni- 
ture according to RAL-RG 437 • 
www.emissionslabel.de

Emissions rating. The label 
issued by the German Quality 
Assurance Association for 
Furniture (DGM) provides infor- 
mation about potential harmful 
emissions at a glance.  
Burgbad’s entire furniture range 
has been awarded a Class A 
emissions rating. For your safety.

PEFC certificate. All our 
furniture has held PEFC chain 
of custody certification since 
2014. The seal of approval is 
only awarded to companies  
who can provide end-to-end 
verification that the wood 
they process is sourced from 
sustainably managed forests.

Innovation Award 2017. This 
Germany-wide study by German 
magazines Focus and Focus Money 
was the first of its kind to investigate 
brands’ innovativeness as perceived 
by consumers. Burgbad emerged as 
one of the most innovative companies 
in Germany. 

Environmental protection and conservation

The landscapes around burgbad’s four pro- 
duction sites provide many good reasons 
for protecting the environment and nature 
to the best of our ability. Burgbad’s roots 
are in Schmallenberg in the Sauerland region 
of Germany. That’s where we produce our 
bathroom furniture, as well as in the little 
town of Grafenberg in the Franconian Jura, 
Germany, and in Nogent-le-Roi, a small 
French commune on the banks of the Eure 
river. We make the premium mineral cast 
washbasins and tubs for your bathroom in 
Lauterbach-Allmenrod in the Vogelsberg 
mountains.
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Bathroom furniture that’s made to last

When it comes to furnishing a new bath- 
room, most people’s first thought isn’t 
how long their bathroom furniture will 
last. At burgbad, it is. We want you to 
enjoy your new bathroom furniture for 
as long as possible. Our products auto- 
matically come with a five-year guarantee.  
But that doesn’t just mean making sure 
we use top-quality, tried and tested mate-
rials. We want the design to be sustainable 
too. Even after years of use, you should 
be able to look at your bathroom and say: 
“Our bathroom furniture is just as  
beautiful as ever.”

SUSTAINABILITY

Universal Design Expert. 
This award was presented to 
burgbad in 2017 for the Flex 
design series, which was 
created based on the principles 
of universal design and also 
won the German Design Award 
in 2018.

Furniture Made in Germany 
Burgbad is the first bathroom furniture 
manufacturer to be certified with this RAL 
label. All furniture collections from 
burgbad GmbH comply with the strict 
criteria for this quality seal from the 
German Institute for Quality Assurance 
and Certification (RAL). The label is a 
joint initiative by RAL and the Association 
of the German Furniture Industry (VDM). 
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Certified quality 
The “Golden M” quality label is only 
awarded to furniture that completely 
satisfies all the requirements stipulated 
by the German Quality Assurance 
Association for Furniture (DGM) within 
the RAL quality assurance system. The 
strict test criteria are based on current 
quality, environmental and emissions 
standards.

First climate-neutral bathroom furniture  
manufacturer

Burgbad sources its wood-based materials 
from sustainably managed forests. So far, so 
good – and easy enough to understand. But 
can furniture production truly be climate-
neutral? The answer is yes – with the help of 
multilayered sustainability management and 
meaningful offset measures that are centrally 
governed. That’s why, in 2016, we joined the 
furniture industry’s climate pact, which was 
initiated by the German Quality Assurance 
Association for Furniture (DGM). Every year 
since, we have been complying with the DGM’s 
strict guidelines and became the first climate-
neutral bathroom furniture manufacturer in 
2016. 

SUSTAINABILITY

The DGM climate pact 
The German Quality Assurance 
Association for Furniture (DGM) sup- 
ports the UN goal of limiting global  
warming as a result of the greenhouse 
effect to 1.5 degrees Celsius. Burg- 
bad has been a member of the DGM 
climate pact ever since it was initiated 
by and for the furniture industry.

Climate-neutral furniture manu-
facturer. Burgbad joined the “Climate 
Pact for the Furniture Industry” as a  
bathroom furniture manufacturer in 
2016. We are working systematically 
to further reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and offset unavoidable CO2 
emissions based on DGM guidelines. 

KLIMAPAKT
für die Möbelindustrie
Climate Pact for the furniture industry

Nach den Richtlinien für den Klimaschutz  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • According to the guidelines 
for climate protection of the DGM • 
www.dgm-klimapakt.de

Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Prüfnummer / control number

Nach den Richtlinien für den Klimaschutz  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • According to the Guidelines 
for Climate Protection of the DGM • 
www.klimaneutral-dgm.de

Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Prüfnummer / control number

KLIMANEUTRALER
Möbelhersteller*

Climate-neutral Furniture Manufacturer

1 2 3

* durch / by CO2-Zerti�kate / certi�cates
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GUARANTEE AND SERVICE

Want to know more? You can browse 
through more burgbad catalogues 
online or contact us to order printed 
copies.
Online: www.burgbad.com · Telephone: +49(0)8643-901-0

5-year guarantee Your burgbad bathroom 
furniture comes with a five-year guarantee,  
starting from the date of invoice. Guarantee 
claims are conditional on proper installation 
by a qualified bathroom fitter in suitable solid 
walls.

The guarantee does not apply to ex-display 
items, furniture used in public or commercial 
settings, wearing parts or damage caused by 
violent means, incorrect treatment or incorrect 
installation. This does not affect your statutory 
rights. Please see the guarantee certificate for 
further information.

Burgbad stands for excellent quality.
Guaranteed.
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IMPRINT

burgbad GmbH, Grafenberg, Morsbacher Straße 15, 91171 Greding, Germany
+49(0)8463-901-0, info@burgbad.com, www.burgbad.com
KS10E21 Advice and sale only through specialised sanitary supply retailers. Subject to techniqueal modifications. 
Errors and omissions excepted. Colours may vary due to printing process.
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Refreshing 
design.

Pleasing 
prices.

Ultrafast 
delivery.



www.burgbad.com
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